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Executive Summary 
 

Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are the backbone of the Maltese economy and the vast 

majority of them are micro enterprises. As a basic definition, micro enterprises employ ten people or 

less and generate a turnover of less than €2 million per annum.  Due to their small and limited size, 

micro businesses have different needs than the larger and more structured enterprises.     

 

The micro business entrepreneur is a person that manages an enterprise for the ultimate goal of 

profitability, in the course of which he also innovates and take risks. Such entrepreneurs are often 

fiercely independent, resourceful, willing to work hard and do all that it takes for the ultimate goal of 

sustainability. Access to a loyal and trusting labour force is also essential and in many cases, micro 

businesses are composed of family members. Due to their small size, both employers and employees 

are expected to multitask for the enterprise to work efficiently.       

 

Undeniably times are changing. In these past eight years, Malta joined the European Union, 

introduced the Euro currency and experienced an international financial crisis.  There were also new 

rules and regulations  that had to be adhered to. The IT sector continued to develop.  New funds and 

schemes became available to help ease financial burdens. The increased transfer of information due 

to the advancement of technological devices also had a profound impact on how enterprises operate. 

Indeed these last years were marked with different new challenges for the micro business employer. 

 

Being Malta’s leading employer representative, the Malta Employers’ Association (MEA) embarked 

on the project ‘Capacity Building for Micro Business Employers’. This project is part-financed by 

Operational Programme II – Cohesion Policy 2007-2013 of the European Social Fund. The main aim 

of the project was to have more knowledgeable and active micro business employers in the field of 

employment policy.  The project also aimed to better equip micro business employers with the 

relevant information in order to avoid unnecessary legal infringements due to their lack of an HR 

department. 

 

In order to achieve its aims, the project was composed of various activities that included: 

 Outreach meetings with micro business employers to explain the objectives of the project and the 

direct benefits of participating 

 An educational media campaign which included radio and TV spots 

 Training seminars delivered by experts in the field about various topics pertaining to micro 

enterprises like Human Resources Management, Health and Safety and Employment Legislation  

 Research on the needs, capacity and problems of Micro Businesses in Malta 

 

In conclusion the project was vital  for keeping micro business employers informed about their rights 

and obligations particularly vis-a-vis employment relations. Special attention was given to labour 

market issues particularly employment related and EU rules and regulations. The project was also an 

important learning curve for the Malta Employers’ Association to better deal with the needs and 

situation of micro enterprises. The information, data and experience acquired during these last two 

years could be instrumental for the setting up of an SME desk within the Association. This is to 

ensure that the role of the Malta Employers’ Association extends beyond the limited time frame of 

the project and that thanks to this opportunity, better serve the interests of micro business employers 

in Malta.  
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1.0 Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Purpose of the project 
 

The changing economic and legal environments is highlighting the need  for companies to be 

more informed and well geared to face the challenges that emerge from the fact that they employ 

people.  Malta’s accession to the European Union has introduced considerable legal obligations 

which all employers, irrespective of size have to abide with. These responsibilities entail such 

critically sensitive elements as employee relations, relations with government bodies and 

interpretation of legislation.  The consequences of non-compliances can be costly in terms of lost 

productivity, fines, and industrial unrest.  The majority of cases of non-compliance occur 

because of insufficient awareness of the complexity of legal obligations that all businesses are 

expected to respect and not due to wilful negligence. 

 

Micro businesses, in particular, need to have access to knowledge and training in order to 

function effectively as employers, since they do not have a set up that includes a human resource 

department or specialist. 

 

It is for this reason that the Malta Employers’ Association has embarked on this capacity 

building programme for micro business employers. 

 

This project is being funded by the European Social fund and its main objectives are: 

 

 To create public awareness about the need of micro business employers to be informed 

and active in policies and good employment practices. 

 To equip, involve and facilitate the participation of micro business employers for this 

purpose. 

 To have more informed and active micro business employers in related policy 

development and implementation in Malta. 

 

The programme will run until September 2012. During this period, Malta Employers’ 

Association representatives will be visiting a number of micro-enterprises as part of an intensive 

communications and training programme. 

 

1.2 Plan of the report 
 

Chapter 2 delves into the concept of the Micro business prevalent in Malta and Gozo. The report 

presents the Micro business unit and definition of such as outlined by the European Commission. 

In addition detail is supported by figures provided by the Employment and Training Corporation 

and the National Statistics Office.   

 

Chapter 3 outlines the main activities that were taken during the course of this programme. 

Ranging from the initial awareness campaign carried out on the local media between radios and 

television, aimed to stir up attention which was then further supported through the various 

training programmes taken on the main subjects of interest to the Micro Business unit.  An 
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account is further provided on the outreach activities taken mainly providing a SWOT analysis 

on the entire project. Furthermore the chapter concludes by reference to the Handbook and the 

web page created to support the entire overall activities. 

 

Chapter 4 details the methodology adopted throughout the course of the project and how the 

research issues identified have been treated and tackled. 

 

Chapter 5 gives an account of the research findings.  This chapter gives the findings split into 

two separate reports mainly treating the pre 2011 and the post 2012 movement within the project. 

In addition to the research findings Chapter 6 earmarks the main issues concerning transfer of 

innovation. 

 

Finally Chapter 7 details the recommendations for the Micro business emanating from the setting 

up of reference data base and the setting up a SME Desk. 

 

1.3 Authors and acknowledgements 
 

The project has been realised with the partnership of the Ministry of Finance, Economy and 

Investment; the Employment and Training Corporation and RKW Kompetenzzentrum, the 

German Centre for productivity. 

 

As Editor of the report on the “Capacity Building for Micro Business Employers” Dr Alfred 

Mifsud would like to thank the Malta Employers’ Association for granting the opportunity to 

work on such an interesting subject. That is the adoption of a culture and awareness amongst the 

Micro Employers in favour of being more effective amidst the challenges that constantly engulf 

their business activity. 

 

Moreover acknowledgment is due to the Director General, Mr Joseph Farrugia of the Malta 

Employers’ Association and Dr Charlotte Camilleri, contact person from the PPCD for their 

continuous support in this endeavour. Gratitude is extended to Mr Lawrence Mizzi, the Project 

Leader, Mr Andre’ Spiteri, Research Officer in charge of project; and Mr Omar Vella from 

Malta Institute of Management (Project Administrator). 
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2.0 The concept of Micro Businesses 
 

 

The concept of the Micro Businesses is a dynamic concept and it is based on various 

interactions. In order to clarify this situation one needs first to attempt to define what a micro 

enterprise stand for and secondly one must investigate the makeup of a micro enterprise along 

the following lines: 

 

(i) The distribution of labour force; 

(ii) The distribution by sector; 

(iii) Their importance to the national economy. 

 

2.1 Defining a Micro Enterprise 
 

According to the European Commission
1
, micro enterprises are defined as: 

 

(i) Having less than 10 employees; 

(ii) Have an annual turnover of less than €2.0 million; 

(iii) Balance sheet total amounting to not more than €2.0 million. 

 

The small size of micro enterprises dictates how it operates and presents a set of challenges 

which employers need to address on a day to day basis. Thus one can say that no one employee 

performs a single function or task for the business like bigger companies.  Instead, both the 

employer and the employees have functional responsibilities in multiple areas of administration, 

production, and management for the business. 

 

2.2 Distribution of Labour Force 
 
Table 2.1 represents the frequency and percentage of Maltese micro enterprise labour force 

distribution for 2009. Within the figures produced the employer is included.   

 
Table 2.1: Frequency and Percentage of Maltese Micro Enterprise Labour Force (2009) 

Labour Force Frequency Per cent 

2 4,412 46% 

3 1,873 20% 

4 1,047 11% 

5 750 8% 

6 518 5% 

7 368 4% 

8 320 3% 

9 232 2% 

Total 9,520 100% 

Source: ETC 

                                                           
1
 Commission Recommendation 2003/361/EC 
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The majority of microenterprises are composed of two people or one employee (46%). An 

emerging trend is that the higher the number of labour force, the lower the frequency.  There are 

232 enterprises that consist of 9 individuals (8 employees) and these constitute 2% of the labour 

force.   

 

Further classification of the labour force can be made of those micro enterprises that are 

composed of less than 5 and those of between 5 and 9 personnel as shown in figure 2.1. The vast 

majority of micro enterprises (77%) are made up of less than 5 whereas 23% have between 5 and 

9 employees. 

 
Figure 2.1 Comparative Micro Enterprises with Labour force distribution of less than 5 and 
between 5 and 9. 

 
 

Source: ETC    
 

2.3 Distribution by Sector 
 

Figure 2.2 illustrates the way in which the major sectors are distributed among micro enterprises 

for 2009.  The largest is the retail/wholesale sector which amounts to 29% of the total share. This 

is followed by the catering (11%), manufacturing (8%) and financial services (7%) sectors 

respectively.  At the lower end of the scale we have the construction (5%) whilst the 

hairdressing/beauty and transport sectors scoring a 4% of the total share. The rest of the micro 

enterprises (32%) are made up of minor sectors including primary industry, travel agencies, 

computer related, pharmaceuticals, and automobile repairs and so on. 

 

 

Labour force < 5 Labour force >5; <9 
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Figure 2.2: Employment Sector 

 
 
Source: ETC 

 

2.4 Relevance to the National Economy 
 

Micro enterprises are the biggest source of employment for the national economy. Estimates 

taken on the local scene reveal that the micro enterprise employs over some 44,600 employees 

which account 43.5% of the total labour force.  Small and medium sized enterprises each account 

of around 20% while the larger companies around 13%. 

 

Regarding the generation of value added, one has to remark that previous estimates indicate that 

micro business account second after the large enterprise.  That is the generation of value added 

supersedes that generated by small and medium enterprise. 

 

These facts entice one to devote a higher degree of attention, especially in better restructuring of 

the micro enterprise sector on which the labour market is heavily dependent but characterised by 

a low level of productivity. 
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Photograph 1: Launching of Project: 

  

From left to right: Mr. Lawrence Mizzi, (MEA); Mr. Joseph Farrugia, (MEA); Mr. Pierre Fava, (MEA);   
Mr. Claudio Farrugia, (ETC); and Mr. J. Bezzina (ETC). 
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3.0  Activities 
 
3.1 Awareness campaigns  
 

In order to assist in the awareness campaigns, the Malta Employers Association developed a 

publicity and public relation campaign to ensure that the desired goals of the project be attained. 

This programme of publicity and public relations campaign complimented and supported the 

entire efforts carried out by the Malta Employers Association in virtue of the project for the 

improvement of the Micro enterprise. 

 

The Publicity and Public Relations Campaign consisted of a Press campaign as well as a TV and 

Radio campaign.  The timings of these campaigns were correlated to the actual execution of the 

training sessions being conducted. 

 

Publicity Objectives  
 

The project contributed towards the development of effective partnerships in a wide range of 

policies by promoting a more effective social and civil dialogue in Malta. This is carried by 

increasing and strengthening the representation, participation, information and involvement of 

Micro business employers in employment policies, legislation and good practices. 

 

The project addressed micro enterprises informing them and encouraging them to be up to date 

and to participate in EU directives related to employment such as health and safety measures. 

 

Various innovative activities including outreach meetings, SMS alerts merchandising and the use 

of broadcast media such as television, radio and the traditional press. 

 

The key overall objectives were: 

 

 To create public awareness about the need of micro business employers to be informed 

and active in policies and good employment practices; 

 To equip, involve and facilitate the participation of micro business employers for this 

purpose; 

 To have more informed and active micro business employers in related policy 

development and implementation in Malta. 

 

The specific objective of the communication services were as detailed below: 

 

1 Design and printing of various communication items: 

1.1 Design and booking of adverts on printed media to launch project; 

1.2 Design and booking of adverts on printed media for training seminars and 

conferences; 

1.3 Design and production of Roll up banners for outreach, training and conference; 

1.4 Design and printing of A4 Folders for training participants; 

1.5 Design and printing of A4 folded to 3-Gate brochures in English and Maltese 

versions; to educate about rights and obligations of employers; 
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1.6 Design and printing of A4 Application forms for training; 

1.7 Design and booking of printed media adverts on Sunday and daily newspapers 

with educational messages regarding employers; 

1.8 Design and printing of 4000 A3 calendars with different educational messages for 

micro business employers; 

1.9 Design and printing of human resource manual for micro business employers to 

educate about Human resource policies and practices; 

 

2 Creation of Web pages and e-Newsletters; 

2.1 Design and production of project web pages plus 8 e-Newsletters; 

 

3 Production of TV and Radio adverts. 

3.1 Radio Adverts: Design, production and airing of 5 different TV spots of 30 

seconds duration; 

3.2 TV Adverts: Design, production and airing of 2 different TV adverts of 45 

seconds duration. 

 
Photograph 2: Distribution of handbooks, calendars and other informative material during the 
Outreach visits. 
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3.2 Training Seminars 
 

The training seminars started in September 2010 after a consistent publicity and public relations 

programme was launched on the local media.  These mainly involved advertising slots on 

television at prime time, a consistent coverage on the radio stations, and complimented with an 

on-going advertisement on the local press. A number of flyers were used as exhibited in 

Appendix III.  This in total managed to arouse the interest, and create awareness as detailed 

above.  

 

Over the period September 2010 and September 2012 over 22 Training sessions were organised.  

For these training sessions a response of 235 participants attended, regretfully it was noted that 

some 75 applicants had confirmed their attendance by booking for the training sessions but did 

not show up on the date. 

 

The premises selected were central for the micro business in Malta and also one training session 

was conducted in Gozo to accommodate the Gozitan participation. 

 
Table 3.1 Detail of Training sessions held and participation 

Training Session Sessions held Participants 

Finance Legislation Management 2 18 

Human Resources Management 2 25 

Energy/Water/Waste Serving 3 30 

EU Occupational, Health & Safety Legislation 4 47 

EU Legislation for Micros 3 27 

EU & Local Tax Legislation 2 26 

Employment of Third Country Nationals 1 8 

Marketing Policies 3 39 

EU Rights & Obligations 2 15 

Total 22 235 

Source: MEA Reports 

 

Table 3.1 summarises the training session held during the period referred to above with detail of 

the participation and the number of times the module was available to the participants. 
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Photograph 3: Training Session 

 

 

Photograph 4: Training Session
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3.3 Outreach Activities 
 
3.3.1 Preamble 
 
During the implementation of the Capacity Building Project, the Malta Employers Association 

visited over 759 micro enterprises in Malta and Gozo operating in various sectors namely:- 

 

 Manufacturing; 

 Finance; 

 ICT;  

 Wholesale/Retail; 

 Bars/Restaurants; 

 Construction; and  

 Other Services 
 

During the outreach visits, the Malta Employers Association obtained key data on the strengths, 

weaknesses; opportunities and threats (SWOT) of the micro enterprise in Malta. These outcomes 

are summarised in the matrix in figure 3.1 below;  

 

3.3.2 SWOT Analysis of Micro Enterprises 
 

Figure 3.1 SWOT Analyses of Micro Enterprises in Malta  

 

 

 

Strenghts: 

•Ability to diversify 

•Ability to offer custum 
made 
products/Services 

•A multitask Human 
resouce 

 

Weaknesses 

•Lack of financial 
stability; 

•Lack of Rational 
Energy Usage 

•Limited Human 
Resource 

Opportunities 

•EU Funds and 
schemes; 

•The international 
Market; 

•Use of ICT for 
marketing and 
communiation 

Threats 

•Inefficient 
Governement 
Bureaucracy; 

•Foreign and domestic 
competition; 

•Unstable International 
environment 
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3.3.2.1 Strengths  
 

(a) Ability to Diversify  

 

The increase in competition together with the current crisis looming on all international markets 

has led various micro entities to revisit their traditional operations. Various Maltese micro 

enterprises have recognized the potential dangers that may arise from being over committed to 

any one activity and are diversifying into new areas. During MEA Outreach visits, we noted how 

several micro enterprises have diverted their traditional operations into new areas. This shift was 

particularly evident in the manufacturing and wholesale sector where importers and entities 

operating in the printing sector and furniture sector have shifted their operations in other 

services, are investing in green business such as importation of photovoltaic panels, and are 

investing in custom made products such as domestic pools.  

 

(b) Ability to Offer Custom Made Products/Services 

 

During the outreach visits, we have also noted various micro enterprises distinguish themselves 

from medium and large entities by offering clients customized products or services. This trend 

was evident both in the manufacturing as well as in the service sector where micro entities offer 

clients possibilities to manufacture customized items such as furniture, machinery components 

and ornaments and specific finance and ICT systems. Micro enterprises in the manufacturing 

sector also offer the facility of small production such as in the printing industry.  

 

(c) A Multi Task Human Resources 

 

A common characteristic noted during our outreach visits to local micro enterprises is the 

presence of multi task human resources. Employees are generally all-rounder’s, able to perform 

sales, administrative and other duties. This characteristic, offers micro enterprises the possibility 

to function effectively and compete on the local and international market. 

 

3.3.2.2 Weaknesses 
 

(a) Lack of Financial Stability 

 

During the MEA visits a predominant issue affecting micro enterprises operating in the 

manufacturing and service sector was financial stability. The factors are both internal and 

external and are displayed in figure 3.2 below. 
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Figure 3.2: Internal and External Factors. 

 

 

(b) Lack of Rational Energy Usage 

 

A considerable number of micro businesses visited during the Outreach project face four 

problems:  

 

 They are not yet aware of the advantages of more rational energy usage,  

 They do not measure the impact of energy-saving measures on their activities and 

employees,  

 They do not know what choices to make and with whom to implement them, and  

 They lack financial means for their eco-energy investments, and the payback time on 

those investments is also too long. 

 

The importance of rational energy usage is important more than ever for micro businesses 

particularly when one takes into consideration the constant increase in energy costs and raw 

materials which impinge negatively on their competitiveness on local and international market. 

According to the impact assessment, the European Commission’s internal studies for an EU 

energy policy covering the period up to 2050 indicate that energy prices in all member states will 

have to increase significantly for at least 20 years for both consumers and businesses if the EU is 

serious about achieving its climate goals. 

 

(c) Limited Human Resources 

 

During the Malta Employers Association Outreach Visits, micro enterprises noted the constant 

daunting challenges they face in hiring, training, and retaining people. In view of their size, 

micro enterprises are restricted in their operations. Micro enterprises do not generally have 

specific roles such as a human resources manager or a business development manager thus often:  

 

 

 

•Business owners often overestimate income and 
underestimate expenses.  

•Business owners fail to anticipate a cash shortage and 
run out of money. 

Internal Factors 

 

•The current recession looming on all international 
markets. 

• Issues with local debtors who fail to honour payment 
terms. 

•Stiff competition from foreign and local competitors 

•Drop in demand for specific products and services.  
 

External Factors 
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 Missing out on funds and schemes;  

 Be unaware of recent legislation;  

 Not adhere to specific deadlines set for VAT returns, NSO documentation and other 

obligatory paperwork; 

 Identify and tap on new clients.  
 

Moreover, the impact of certain legislation such as parental leave has a far higher impact on 

micro entities as it affects their limited human resources.  

 

3.3.2.3 Opportunities 
 

(a) EU Funds and Schemes 

 

Between 2004 and 2006, Malta has received substantial funds, of which partly were under 

Structural Funds and partly under the Cohesion Fund, these leveraged into a reasonable injection 

as national investment. EU funds are a significant assistance for the development of micro 

enterprises as they ensure:- 

 

 Their constant growth;  

 Opportunities to implement specific projects;  

 Venture on the international market; 

 Employ new staff;  

 Rebrand their entity to be more appealing  

 

During our Outreach visits, all entities recognised the benefit of such funds and all recognise 

their key role for growth. However there mixed feelings on their accessibility and awareness. 

Whilst a number of entities make good use of various funds others have noted they were not 

aware of how their entity could benefit from such schemes. Various micro enterprises lamented 

on the bureaucratic process involved to apply and about the lack of awareness on how micro 

entities can avail from such funds. Various micro enterprises urged:- 

 

 More promotion of such schemes;  

 Visits to micro entities, explaining the various funds; and 

 Assistance to apply for such funds and schemes.  
 

(b) The International Market 

 

During our outreach visits, we noted a positive trend by micro enterprises towards international 

trade. Micro enterprises operating in the manufacturing and service sector, recognize the 

limitations the local market offers and the need to venture on the international plane. Various 

entities visited are already operating directly or indirectly on the international market. Various 

micro enterprises have also international certifications such as ISO, BRC and HACCP in order to 

consolidate further their presence on the international market. Some micro enterprises have also 

benefited from ERDF competitiveness and innovation funds in order to expand further product 

awareness and presence on the international market. The main products and services exported by 

micro enterprises are: - 
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Figure 3.3: The Outputs 

 

 

(c) Use of ICT for Marketing and Communication 

 

Inexpensive, modern grassroots marketing techniques and mediums of communication have 

grown to be among the most popular for small businesses in the past years.  During MEA 

Outreach project, we noted a considerable usage by micro enterprises of Skype to communicate 

with international clients, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn to promote their products and 

services. A considerable number of micro businesses have a website and recognize the role it 

plays to attract potential clients. The most popular ICT marketing and communication mediums 

by Maltese micro enterprises are: - 

Figure 3.4: ICT Marketing and Communications Medium 

 

  

 

3.3.2.4 Threats 

(a) Inefficient Government Bureaucracy  

 

Inefficient government bureaucracy is the most problematic factor for conducting business in 

Malta, according to the 2009 edition of the World Economic Forum's Executive Opinion Survey. 

The survey, published with the Global Competitiveness Report 2009-2010, was conducted 

among business executives on the island. Indeed during Capacity Building Outreach visits, 

Manufacturing  

• Furniture 

• Stone and Marble 

• Machine Components  

• Film and Packaging 

Services 

• Finance 

• ICT  

• Consultancy 

• Real Estate 

Skype  

Facebook  

Linkedin 
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Micro Enterprises have cited inefficient government bureaucracy as a key threat to their 

operations and potential growth. Owners of micro enterprises have noted various bureaucratic 

issues such as:- 

 

 Delay in issuance of permits; 

 Delay in issuance of subsidies, grants and funds;  

 Long time frames for feedback from government departments; and 

 Complex process for VISA permits for 3
rd

 country nationals.  

 

(b) Foreign and Domestic Competition 

 

Micro enterprises have also noted the constant increase of local and foreign competition. This 

threat is particularly visible in the wholesale/retail sector where three factors play a key role 

namely:- 

 

 On-line buying; 

 Parallel trading;   

 A considerable increase in competition on the domestic market  

 

Nevertheless the competition factor also affects other sectors such as the manufacturing industry, 

and bars and restaurants.  

 

A key factor contributing towards such situation is the increasing trend by local consumers 

towards a price oriented culture.  

 

(c) Unstable International Environment   

 

Micro enterprises have also identified the unstable international environment as a key threat to 

their operations. The spring revolution that has affected the MENA region and the financial crisis 

that has hit hard on the Southern European countries had a negative impact on Maltese micro 

enterprises that have seen their international sales hit a negative nag during the past months. The 

two key events that had a negative impact on micro enterprises are:- 

 

 The Libyan Crisis; 

 The economic recession that hit hard on Southern European countries such as France and 

Italy (Malta’s main EU trading partners).  

 

3.3.3 General 
 

The Outreach visits also provided important feedback on the project itself. The main comments 

gathered during our visits were:- 

 

 The Outreach project helped to reach better local micro enterprises;  

 The project touched on key issues;  

 The information booklet served as a practical guide for micro enterprises on key issues 

they came across during their daily operations;  
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 The Outreach visits served to raise better awareness micro enterprises in Malta. It served 

to help small entities forward their complaints, queries and suggestions.  

 

3.4 Handbook 
 

As part of the project’s activities a 67-page Handbook was produced focusing on Human 

resource policies and practice. 

 

The information handbook contains various materials on labour and employment issues 

including: 

 

 FAQ’s about employing people; 

 Sample contract of employment; 

 Notes on Occupational Health and safety; 

 Samples of Engagement and Termination forms; 

 Policies and procedures; 

 Section on funding opportunities for Micro-Enterprises. 

 

A total of 6,000 books were printed and distributed as follows: 

 

 All micro enterprises visited through the outreach programme; 

 By post to all micros employing more than four persons. 

 

The feedback received was very positive, listing the Handbook as one of the most useful measure 

of the project. 
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Photograph 5: Launch of the Handbook

 
 
From left to Right: Mr Joe Farrugia, (MEA); Mr Pierre Fava,, (MEA); Hon Dr Jason Azzopardi,(Minister for 
Fair Competition, Small Business & Consumers); Mr Felix Borg, (ETC); and Mr Lawrence Mizzi (MEA)) 
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Photograph 6: Distribution of Handbook To Micro Business Employers during outreach visit: 

 

 

3.5 Webpage 
 

A webpage for the project was incorporated through the web link with the existing MEA 

website. 

 

Through the project’s webpage information was given on the project’s activities especially the 

training sessions which were held throughout the project. 

 

A number of newsletters were posted on the webpage on various subjects of interest including: 

 

 Information on training sessions; 

 Budget measures; 

 Micro invest and credit schemes; 

 Malta Enterprise’s gateway to export; 

 Reducing high energy costs; 

 Benefits of CSR. 

 

The webpage attracted an average of 130 visits a month. 
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4.0 Research Methodology  
 

4.1 Introduction 
 
The Capacity Building for Micro Business Employers Project involved the use of different 

quantitative and qualitative research methods. The research methodology adopted is displayed in 

figure 4.1 below: 

 
Figure 4.1 Research Methodology Targets: 

 

 

4.2 Methodology 
 

The project is aiming to do an outreach meeting to a minimum of 750 Micro businesses scattered 

all over the Maltese islands. Due to such a large number of participants, the most logical answer 

is to adopt a quantitative approach through the use of large-scale survey research.  However 

adopting only a quantitative approach will lessen the contact between the Malta Employers 

Association and its participants so it would be a better option combining quantitative and 

qualitative research in order to balance the strengths and weaknesses of both methods. By this we 

can cope with the large numbers of participants while keeping close contact with a number of 

them. Beginning with the outreach meeting, followed up by the interview is also beneficial for 

keeping in touch with the micro business employers. This will in turn give us more feedback 

regarding research purposes. As a conclusion, these series of one-to-one meetings will benefit 

the role of MEA in safeguarding the rights and obligations of Micro Business employers. 

Malta Micro 
Enterprise  
Population 

Outreach to 750 
Mirco Business 

120 Micro business  
Questionnaires 

100 Interviews 
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4.3 Research Methods 
 

Various data collection tools were used for research: 

 

(i) Background Research: This was done by gathering information on the internet, journals and 

newspapers regarding micro businesses in general. This was important to get an idea on the 

situation, needs and qualities of micro businesses not only locally but in an international 

background as well.  

 

(ii) Questionnaire: The questionnaire consisted of closed-ended questions with pre-defined 

answers. The participant had to tick the box with his preferred answer and also fill in any 

additional comments in the spaces provided. In this way, data will be gathered more for 

statistical reasons and additional views of the participants. The questionnaires were done on the 

spot. This was done primarily for two reasons:  

 

1. The data protection sheet had to be given directly and  

2. More interaction between participant and interviewer will lead to more trust and 

better quality. 

 

The questionnaire was done to a total of 120 Micro Business Employers. These were chosen by 

random from the outreach participant list.  

 

(iii) Interview: The interview was much more qualitative in nature than the close ended 

questionnaire. The interviewer had a set of structured questions and asked them to the 

participant. Probing was used in order to gather more information and clarification. Since the 

interviews were conducted in the last quarter of 2011 and the first quarter of 2012, they were also 

a useful tool also to get an overall feedback of the project. The feedback section of the interview 

(9 questions in total) was asked to all 100 participants of the interview. Like the questionnaire, 

the interviews were done on the spot for data protection and better quality.  

 

The medium used to gather information was to jot down notes on a notepad. The voice recorder 

made the participants uneasy and nervous. Thus the quality of the feedback was higher when the 

participants felt more at ease while the researcher was jotting notes on the notepad. 

 

4.4 Timetable 
 
The Project was officially launched on May 21, 2010 and will come to an end in the third quarter 

of 2012. This is an outline of how the research was conducted during these two years: 

 

YEAR ACTION 
 

2010 (1) Literature search, background research, (2) develop and pilot questionnaire, analyse 

and revise questionnaire, start conducting questionnaire 
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2011 (1)End of questionnaire (120), data input and gathering of questionnaires, analysis of 

results into report, (2) development and piloting of interview (qualitative), Start conducting 

interviews    

 

2012 (1) End of interviews (100), data input and gathering of interviews, analysis of results and 

findings into final report (2) Drafting of final report, completion of final report, presentation on 

findings in September Conference 

 

4.5 Dissemination 
 

The results of the research would provide a useful glimpse of the situation of micro business 

employers in these last 2 years. This research aims to specialize on the more social aspect of 

employment conditions and how this affects micro businesses in Malta. The findings will thus 

suggest a more viable way of improving the existing local situation to better equip micro 

business employers for today’s challenges that also come from international context.  

 

The MEA will benefit from such research as it will have better know-how to deal with micro 

business challenges and difficulties. The data can be accessed by MEA members on the website 

or sent via email as newsletters. Articles on the topic can also be written on newspapers to keep 

the public up to date with the latest information. 

 

The September Seminar will present the findings of the results of the report to the general public. 

The Malta Employers Association also intends to set up an SME desk after the project in order to 

better deal with the needs of SMEs. 
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5.0 Research Findings 
 
5.1 Comparative Results to Projections 
 

The findings are split into two; the initial report provides a succinct analysis of the situation prior 

the embarkation of this exercise.  This is detailed in Section 5.1.1 entitled pre 2011 whilst 

another detail report presented in 5.1.2 recounts the post findings. 

 

5.1.1 Pre 2011 Findings 
 

The aim of this report is to give us a better picture about the situation that micro business 

employers are facing. An analysis of the trends will also be given together with first hand 

comments from the interviewed employers. A questionnaire has been done to 120 micro business 

employers via face-to-face interviews. This was useful because apart from filling the quantitative 

questionnaire, employers chose to comment on the various subjects and this provided a useful 

qualitative insight.  

 

The report is divided into 7 sections and the results will be illustrated together with data that was 

collected during the one-to-one interviews.  Every section has also the question numbers that can 

be found in the copy of the questionnaire in the appendix. 

 

 

A. Demographic Details of Micro Business Employers (Q1-Q4) 
 

The first section of the questionnaire aims to provide a general picture of the background of the 

businesses visited. This includes gender, age group and education level of the employers, as well 

as, the type of business sector.  

 

Out of the 120 questionnaire participants, the majority were male with a total of 96 participants 

or 80% of the total. The majority of the participants came from the 25-54 age bracket (83%). 

Those aged 55 and over totalled 15% of the total participants.  

 

The educational background of the employers was also evenly distributed where only 3% did not 

finish compulsory education. Table 5.1 shows the levels of education completed by the 

interviewed employers. Employers that completed tertiary education were most frequent with 41 

in total (35%). 

 
Table 5.1: Highest Level of Education Level Attained by Micro Business Employers 

Response Frequency Per Cent 

Tertiary 41 35% 

Secondary 38 32% 

Upper Secondary   36 31% 

Primary 3 3% 

Total 118 100% 
Source: Research findings 
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Since micro businesses encompass various sectors, Figure 5.1 illustrates the different business 

sectors that were interviewed and the total percentage. The largest sector was the 

Retail/Wholesale with 23%, followed by the Manufacturing sector (17%). Many bars and 

restaurants were still not operating during the morning so it was hard getting an appointment 

with the employer for the interview. The aim of the interviews was also to have a balanced share 

of business sectors.  

 
Figure 5.1: Micro Businesses visited by Sector 

 
Source: Research Findings 

 

 

B.  Human Resources Management (Q5-Q7) 
  

Employers were asked to list their employees into different categories: 

 

a) Full time, part time and definite period contract 

b) By gender 

 

The results are in Table 5.2. The majority of the employees were full time males (344 or 63%) 

whereas full time female employees numbered only 100 or 18%. However as regards part time 

employment, the number of male and female employees is nearly the same (8% and 9% 

respectively). Only a very little percentage of male and female employees had a definite period 

contract.  

 

Micro Business employers also responded favourably (60%) regarding investing in training 

activities in helping the business grows. 

 

 

 

 

Manufacturing, 17% 

Wholesale & Retail, 
23% 

Bar & Restaurants, 5% 

Construction, 4% Financial Services, 9% 

ICT, 10% 

Other, 32% 
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Table 5.2: Number of Employees by Contract and Gender 

Response Total Workers Percentage 

Male Full time 344 63% 

Female Full time 100 18% 

Female Part time 48 9% 

Male Part time 46 8% 

Male Definite Period Contract 6 1% 

Female Definite Period Contract 4 1% 

Total 548 100% 
Source: Research Findings – A Spiteri  

 

Employers also rated the services (on the base of overall satisfaction) of both the Employment 

and Training Corporation(ETC) and the Department of Industrial and Employment Relations 

(DIER) from a scale from 5 (most satisfied) to 1 (least satisfied).  Table 5.3 shows that overall 

satisfaction is higher when it comes to ETC rather than DIER. However, many employers had 

nothing to do with DIER during their operations and this explains why many were neutral on the 

issue.  Some even did not know what the role of the DIER was.  

 
Table 5.3:  ETC and DIER Likert scale 

 Satisfied 

 

(5) 

Somewhat 

Satisfied 

(4) 

Neutral 

 

(3) 

Not Really 

Satisfied 

(2) 

Unsatisfied 

 

(1) 

Total 

ETC 28 44 30 5 2 110 

DIER 20 21 53 3 2 99 
Source: Research Findings A Spiteri 
 

 

C. Capacity Needs in General (Q8-Q9) 
 

The majority of the micro business employers were quite optimistic about the next three years 

since the overwhelming majority decided that they are going to increase the size of the business 

(58%).  The next common option was to remain the same size (39%). Only 1 employer said that 

he is going to reduce the size of his business whereas 3 employers stated that they are going to 

close down their business in the near future.  

 

High taxation (VAT, NI) was the biggest hindrance to the growth of the business followed by the 

state of the economy (financial recession and stagnation). The participant had to choose 3 of 

these factors and give them a rank from 1 to 3 (1 being the number one hindrance to the growth 

of the business).  A hindrance that got the number 1 rank was awarded 3 points, number 2 rank 

got 2 points and lastly number 3 was awarded 1 point. The final rank is calculated from the total 

number of points. Table 5.4 above shows the results. 
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Table 5.4: Micro Business Hindrances to Growth by rank 

 1st 2nd 3rd Total Ranking 

High Taxation 35 22 14 163 1
st
 

State of Economy 24 15 15 117 2
nd

 

High Energy & water costs 12 17 16 86 3
rd

 

Competition from existing  

businesses 

 

8 

 

17 

 

9 

 

67 

 

4
th

 

Government bureaucracy 6 10 18 56 5
th

 

Difficulty obtaining Finance 8 10 10 54 6
th

 

Other 8 3 4 34 7
th

 

Cost of Employment 2 8 10 32 8
th

 

Availability of labour 6 4 4 30 9
th

 

Accessibility to workplace 0 1 3 5 10
th

 
Source: Research findings – A Spiteri 
 

 

During the course of the questionnaire and outreach meetings, it was found out that there was a 

pattern of hindrances depending mainly on the sector of the micro business. Thus it was found 

out that micro businesses that come from the same sector have a tendency to have the same 

problems. These are a few examples: 

 

(i) Travel Agencies – Competition from the internet and low cost airlines  

(ii) IT companies – State of the economy  

(iii)Crafts – Competition from other businesses (especially souvenir shops) 

(iv) Retail – High taxation and state of the economy (recession) 

(v) Architecture and Design – MEPA and complicated EU Directives and Standards 

(vi) Hairdressing and Beauty – Unfair competition from people working at home 

(vii)Bars and Restaurants – High energy and water costs 

 

This shows that in order to better address the problems that micro businesses are facing, it is 

important to take into consideration their respective sector.    

 

 

D.  Energy and Water Saving; Waste Management (Q10-Q12) 
 

Energy and water costs are a real burden to micro businesses. The previous question 

demonstrated that it is the 3
rd

 most hindrance to business growth. Thus energy and water saving 

measures, as well as, waste management are of utmost important in order to reduce unnecessary 

burden and costs.  

 

As seen in Figure 5.2, the majority of the businesses (44%) implement some sort of energy 

saving measure (energy saving bulbs, 3 phase electricity and renewable energy). Waste 

management ranked 2nd with 33% of micro businesses implement some sort of recycling, 

separation of waste and also correct disposal of waste. Water saving remains low with only 21 

businesses (12%) having some sort of reservoir or other measures to save more water. Twenty 

three (13%) businesses implement or do nothing.   
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As regards government schemes that promote efficient energy use, 85% of the total participants 

said that they were aware about one or more schemes where the most common cited was the 

photovoltaic panel subsidy. 

 

Employers were also asked if they are interested in doing an energy audit or engineers to identify 

energy saving measures opportunities in their premises. Many of them did not know or never 

heard about this Malta Enterprise scheme however 63 participants (54%) would consider doing 

it. 35% refused to consider this audit (some of them did not have a large premises or have 

already done it) and 16% stated that they did not know yet 

 

 
Figure 5.2: Energy, Water Saving and Waste Management 

 
Source: Research Findings: A Spiteri 2012 

 

 

E.  Family Friendly Measures (FFMs) & Gender Equality (Q13-Q19) 
 

According to the results of the questionnaire, 70% of the participants had no requests for FFMs. 

It is important to note that many did not know the meaning of the term even though they may 

have had informal requests by employees to leave the job early in order to take care of family 

matters. Table 5.5 lists the most common requests for FFMs. The most requested were flexitime 

(31 micro businesses) and reduced working hours (22 micro businesses).  95% of the micro 

business employers stated that they did not turn down requests for FFMs and the initiative that 

would most likely help micro business employers to implement FFMs were fiscal incentives 

(62%).  

 

 

Energy Saving , 44% 

Water Saving, 12% 

Waste 
Management, 31% 

None, 13% 
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Table 5.5:  Requested Family Friendly Measures 

FFMs Frequency 

Flexitime 31 

Reduced working hours 22 

Extended Parental leave 8 

Bringing child to workplace 7 

Extending working hours 6 

Teleworking 5 

Childcare Services 2 

Career Break 2 
Source: Research Findings – A Spiteri 

 

As regards more female labour participation in Malta, 58% of the employers thought that it 

would benefit their business. The rest either did not want to employ female employees or 

because females were not suitable for the job since it was too menial. However the majority of 

employers (86%) agreed with the introduction of more FFMs to increase female labour 

participation in Malta. 

 

 

F.  Impact of EU Directives (Q20-Q23) 
 

More than half of the employers (58%) interviewed were aware of an EU Directive regarding 

employment and social policy. Many of the employers that were aware of the recent failed 

attempt to increase the maternity leave at the European level. This is because the issue was one 

of concern for many micro business employers since they did not want to fork out extra costs.  

 

There were more employers (60%) that admitted that they do not keep up to date with EU 

directives. Table 5.6 shows the main reasons for not keeping up to date. The main reasons were 

not enough time (43%), no access to information (21%) and only interested in local legislation 

(18%). However micro business employers responded positively for the need to be kept updated 

regarding EU Directives (61%). Only 7% responded negatively, the rest claiming that they did 

not know if it will benefit their business or not (32%). 

 
Table 5.6: Reasons for not keeping up to date with EU Directives 

Response Frequency Per Cent 

No time 33 43% 

No access to information 16 21% 

Only interested in local legislation 14 18% 

Not interested 11 14% 

Other 2 3% 

Total 76 100% 
Source: Research findings A. Spiteri  
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G.  Impact of Foreigners (Q24-Q27) 
  

Micro businesses tend not to employ foreigners. From the total number of participants, only 18% 

(21 micro businesses from 119) employed a non-Maltese employee. From these 18%, EU 

nationals (57%) were preferred to non-EU (38%).   

 

The survey found out that if micro business employers could not find local human resources, 

81% would consider employing a foreign employee. Figure 5.3 show that the majority of 

employers (55%) had no preference whether the employee was EU or Non EU. However EU 

employees were more preferred (39%) than Non-EU (2%) partly because of less bureaucratic 

means of employment (EU citizens do not need a working permit through ETC). Another reason 

why micro business employers prefer EU to Non EU is because of the culture and values. They 

tend to trust a person with similar culture and values to another one from a different culture. 

Other minor reasons were the language barrier and work ethics. 

 
Figure 5.3:  If you cannot find local Human Resource, who would, you consider employing? 

 
Source: Research findings – A Spiteri  
 

 

Conclusion 
 

There are various resources and studies especially where SMEs are concerned but a few of them 

concentrate specifically on micro businesses. The research of the Capacity Building for Micro 

Business Employers project attempts to get more relevant data from micro businesses in Malta 

that constitute over 90% of the total business enterprises. The questionnaire of the project has 

thus aimed to find certain patterns and data in order to provide more important information on 

how to help micro businesses in three main ways: 

 

EU, 39% 

Non EU, 2% 

No Preference, 55% 

Don’t Know, 4% 
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i) Inform them about the various laws and directives related to employment policies 

so as to avoid unnecessary infringements  

ii) Find out what really hampers business growth and how to solve such problems for 

the employer 

iii) Keep them updated and informed about the various schemes which they can 

utilise to reduce burden costs 

 

The results of the questionnaire pinpoints that micro businesses need to have specialized services 

in order to help them keep informed and explain the issues that concern them in the labour 

market.  

 

The main report will delve into more detail in order for the Association to be more effective and 

efficient to help micro business employers in their operations.  
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5.1.2 Post 2012 – Findings 

Introduction 
 
Following the more quantitative questionnaire, the interviews were aimed to provide more 

qualitative data from micro business employers. The questions asked were of a more open ended 

nature and the employers elaborated their answers. A total of 100 micro business employers were 

interviewed one on one at their place of work. The duration ranged from around 20 minutes to 

even an hour and more. This depended mainly on the feedback received by the participant.   

This report will focus on the seven pillars of research mainly: 

 

A. Human Resources Management; 

 

B. Gender Equality; 

 

C. Family Friendly Measures 

 

D. Energy and Water Saving, Waste Management 

 

E. Capacity Needs in General 

 

F. Employment of Third Country Nationals and 

 

G. Project Feedback 

 

 

Not all participants were asked all the first six sections due to time restrictions. However all 

participants were asked the last section in order to give an overall feedback about the project and 

thus figures were also gathered. The interview questions are displayed in Appendix III of this 

document. 

 

A Human Resources Management 
 

A1 Human Resources Development 

 

When it comes to staff training or ‘investment in human resources’, the most popular method is 

the teaching the trade by watching or doing. The essential training happens in house. Only a 

small percentage of those interviewed employers send their employees to third party training 

courses. The main reason citied was that if small companies send an employee to outside 

training, it will result on added pressure on the remaining workforce. For a micro enterprise of 

less than ten employees, even one employee is felt if not present at the workplace.  

 

From a whole spectrum of sectors, the financial one tends to send most employees to 

outside/third party courses partly because their employees need the mandatory CPE hours
2
. 

Other new companies that focus on ICT also send their employees to third party courses in order 

                                                           
2
 Each accountant needs to allocate a number of hours in training 
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to keep up to date on new and emerging technologies.  Other traditional sectors like retail and 

manufacture do not generally send their employees on training courses and prefer the traditional 

‘learn by doing’ method.  

 

A2 Expert Advice 

 

As regards expert advice regarding Human resource related matters and employment conditions, 

micro business employers often refer to the company’s accountant or auditor. The company’s 

accountant is a trusted person that takes care of the payroll, leave and other employment related 

entitlements. Thus a trusted advice is always given the first preference. Other common sources 

for consultation are ETC, DIER and Social Security Department (normally by telephone and 

website). If the advice comes from a trusted person and is free of charge, it is far better than 

engaging other private companies for consultation.  

 

A3 Recruitment 

 

Since loyalty is essential in any micro business, employees are often handpicked carefully by the 

employer. Trust is a very important aspect because the business is a very personal working 

environment.  The most common way to recruit employees is thus by recommendation or word 

of mouth. Other common grounds for recruitment are ETC, University and MCAST. Newspaper 

adverts are also commonly used – especially the Times of Malta – mostly for part timers, manual 

and administrative work. Recruitment agencies are rarely used due to their high cost. However 

those seeking to recruit professionals (in IT, finance and managerial sectors) tend to use their 

services. Those that use them are quite satisfied with the service since they act as filtering 

potential candidates and save a large amount of time and costs on recruitment.  
 

A4 Availability of Labour  

 

An overwhelming majority of the employers in all sectors interviewed stated that it is very 

difficult to find the right employee for the company. Good workers are hard to find and the re-

training of new employees can be very expensive and time consuming. The main problems that 

micro business employers are facing when it comes to availability of labour are:  

 

(i) Shortage of available and trained staff as in the case of financial institutions. This is 

mainly because of stronger competition from larger firms with more attractive 

packages and opportunities. 
 

(ii) Lack of motivation, discipline and loyalty at the place of work. Employees are there 

to earn the wage and nothing else. This is often described as an attitude problem and 

is also linked with culture. This creates a problem because the management spends 

resources on training and yet there is the danger of staff turnover. 

 

(iii) The employee is not skilful enough – ETC tends to send the wrong people whereas 

the University of Malta is criticized as being too theoretical and not practical. 

MCAST got more positive responses due to its hands on approach  
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(iv) The demand of high wages is also a common stated problem. Since trust is a big issue 

in Micro Enterprises, the employer does not want to risk too much on a new 

employee so the more experience gained, the more benefits. This is a big problem in 

today’s economic situation where most micro business employers are trying to cut 

down corners and overhead costs in order to avoid the dilemma of downsizing.  

 

A5 Participation and Awareness of ETC Programs  

 

From the interviewed employers, only a small percentage participated in a EU funded ETC 

program like TAF and EAP
3
. The employers mainly use ETC services for consultation and 

recruitment purposes. A few micro enterprises have benefited from ETC programs and have had 

mixed reactions as they ease the recruitment of new employees but on the other hand are an 

administrative burden. A micro business employer cannot afford to spend much time on 

applications because time is very limited. However there was general satisfaction about the 

recent improvements of ETC services in general (less red tape).  

 

The number of employers that knew about such EU funded programs was above average merely 

thanks to the media and email alerts sent by ETC. However the problem is that the owner 

managers are too busy to be updated on all those schemes. One of today’s common problems 

with micro businesses are that they are bombarded with various schemes/grants and funds and 

they hardly have time to see if they are eligible or not. A number of employers interviewed are 

also sceptical when it comes to ETC because they did not have a positive experience in the past. 

 

A6 Dealing with the Labour Office (DIER)  

 

Only a very few employers had to deal with the Labour Office as in litigation. Mostly they either 

had no contact or used the Labour Office mainly for consultation purposes. Most problems and 

litigations between employer and employee in the micro business sector are solved personally 

(one-on-one) without the meddling of institutions and unions.  
 

B Gender Equality 
 

The majority of the employers interviewed did agree with an increase in female labour 

participation in Malta and found nothing against it. They also stressed that there is no 

discrimination between genders when they recruit a new employee.  The only exception arises 

from manual labour
4
 which involves strength and endurance and so the male is more eligible to 

do the job. However, on the other side, family values are still very important and it is ideal for 

the mother to take good care of the children during early childhood rather than drop them at a 

childcare centre or leave them with grandparents. The traditional family with the woman taking 

care of the children rather than working, still plays an important part in the local mind-set. 

 

                                                           
3
 Training Aid Framework (TAF) and Employment Aid Programme (EAP).  These are EU Funded programs that 

reduce training costs and the costs of employing new personnel. 
4
 Construction, loading and unloading, manufacturing and heavy machinery are common examples were employers 

tend to prefer male workers. 
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As regards legislation to increase female participation in the labour market, most micro business 

employers remarked that it affects them negatively. A recent example is extension of the 

maternity leave
5
   which is mainly a deterrent for micro business employers not to employ young 

women of child bearing age since it is generally more expensive than a male employee. Some 

employers also do preliminary research (even checking social networking sites) in order to be on 

the safe side. Employers tend not to believe in replacements as these have a limited time 

(normally training), will not have the required competence and will be unmotivated as the 

timeframe is limited. Thus with the increase in maternity leave, women are sometimes given the 

second preference when it comes to recruitment. The type of business also matters. Female 

employees in high turnover industries like catering and retail business consist mainly of casual 

workers and not all of them are registered. 

 

C Family Friendly Measures 
 

Like in the 2011 questionnaire, most employers do not always know the meaning of the term 

‘Family Friendly Measures’ (FFMs), but still apply them at the workplace. Normally micro 

businesses operate in an informal and flexible manner. Most are family businesses themselves 

and the atmosphere of work tends to be informal and not so rigid. Most common FFMs 

mentioned were flexitime and reduced working hours. In companies that are not family 

businesses and consist of between 5-10 employees rigidity tends to increase. The most quoted 

examples when FFMs were applied were sports days, picking up children after school and 

parent’s days. Since such requests were informal, an overwhelming majority of the employers 

interviewed did not keep records. In rare cases and not in family run businesses, the company 

deducts them from the leave entitlement.  

 

D Energy/Water Saving & Waste Management 
 

D1 Energy Saving  

 

Every micro business employer tends to cut down on electric consumption in order to reduce 

utility costs which are becoming a heavy burden. The most common examples of how to cut 

down on energy consumption were energy saving bulbs and switching off 

equipment/rooms/appliances when not in use. Photovoltaic panels and solar were not mentioned 

so much because of the high costs, unavailability and also administrative burdens.  

 

As regards energy schemes subsidized by government, most of the micro business employers 

interviewed did not participate in any scheme that promotes efficient energy use. Many are 

unaware of them and only have a vague idea of what they consist of. They simply have no time 

and could not afford any to be kept up to date with such information and developments. 

 

D2 Water Saving  

 

Water is not a big issue since the cost is less of a burden than electricity. In an office the cost 

ratio of water to electricity is 1:200. Catering establishments and bars use a lot of water and they 

                                                           
5
 First 14 weeks will be fully paid by employer. From 1st January 2012 it will rise to 16 weeks and to 18weeks from 

the 1st January 2013. The Maltese government will pay the remaining weeks. 
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are always on the lookout to cut down on water consumption Methods to cut down on water 

consumption are investing in new equipment like infra-red faucets and connecting the air-

condition to a water tank to provide flushing water. 

 

D3 Waste Management 

 

There are widespread complaints about waste management because micro businesses do not 

produce a lot of waste and yet there is a sum of money (250 Euro) for the disposal of waste 

which can be easily done without. This is an unnecessary burden on most businesses. The fee is 

more suitable for large businesses that produce a lot of waste. A one size fits all does not apply in 

this case. 

 

A small percentage of micro businesses also try to make extra revenue by selling their waste for 

money. Most common waste sold for money is used cooking oil for bio diesel and wood for 

ovens (bakeries in particular). Most employers do not sell their waste however. 

 

E Capacity Needs in General: 
 

E1 “To Grow or not to Grow?” 

 

This depended more or less on the sector of the business. The financial/ICT/ audit firms planned 

to grow in the coming years. The same cannot be said on manufacturing and retail companies 

because they are on decline. There is negativity on the economic situation and uncertainty of 

what the future will hold. Only a very small percentage of employers interviewed had a concrete 

3 year plan for the future. Thus only a very small percentage of those interviewed were 

strategists who took a proactive approach and vision to adapt to changing economic situation.  

 

E2 Main Challenges for the Growth of the Business: 

 

During the course of the interviews, the main challenges were:  

 

(i) Company overheads are too expensive – utility bills; a more expensive rent (no more 

cheap factory spaces); high taxes, wages and so on  

 

(ii) The liquidity problem – small companies are doing the work and not getting paid on 

time. This creates a lot of pressure because employers have to pay overheads and 

wages. This problem is becoming alarming, especially in the last few months – it was 

rarely mentioned last year during the questionnaire.  

 

(iii) Unnecessary bureaucracy and red tape hinders the progress of many companies 

because time is money and the owner manager cannot be bothered with a huge 

amount of paperwork. The private sector incurs €116 million a year in administrative 

costs arising from laws and procedures, according to a study conducted by the 

Management Efficiency Unit
6
.   

 

                                                           
6
 The Times of Malta, Monday, July 30, 2012 
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(iv) Cut throat competition and ‘copycat’ effect. A saturated market in Malta and many 

businesses are too close to each other. Multiple employers stated that business ethics 

are non-existent on this island. 

 

E3 Effective Countermeasures 

 

The main solutions offered by the employers as countermeasures for their challenges were:  

 

(i) Removal of excessive bureaucracy for a more enterprise friendly environment  

 

(ii) Banks should be more accommodating to their financial plans and business loans; 

 

(iii)Provide one stop facilities to avoid errands and going out of the place of work for 

nothing – a better online system to avoid long queues and waiting lists.  

 

(iv) Better enforcement of regulations in order to cut down abuses and unfair business 

practices.   

 

(v) Better guidance on how to access EU and other government grants/ funds.  

 

(vi) That there are more enforcement mechanisms and penalties on clients that do not 

pay on time – many cited the example of the consequences and fines of not 

paying taxes on time. 

 

F Employment of Third Country Nationals 
 

Most micro business employers do not employ a foreigner
7
.  This can be attributed to a variety of 

reasons ranging from administrative burdens, questions of trust and the cultural barrier. 

Employers that were asked about this category found no objection of employing a foreigner 

should they not find local human resources.  
 

For most micro business employers, EU or non-EU does not make a difference – the most 

important factor being good skill. If the foreign employee has good skills, then there should be 

no problem at all. A few employers however stated that they prefer a person from the EU 

because of traceability and less hassle with permits. 

The majority of micro business employers do not mind the cultural background of the employee. 

However there was an important remark that since the foreigner is in Malta, it is important that 

there is compliance with local laws and customs. The importing of customs and behaviour to the 

workplace is not so well looked upon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
7
 This was also shown in the 2011 Questionnaire 
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G Project Feedback  
 
1. Have you ever consulted the HR Handbook of the project?  

 

Not all employers checked the HR handbook. Those that checked it praised its layout and 

conciseness. More than half (59%) of those interviewed did not check the handbook, lost it or 

gave the copy to the accountant (HR related and payroll responsible). A small percentage of 

employers did not even own a copy. An interesting fact was when I gave a presentation about the 

importance of the booklet during the interview; some employers expressed a lot of interest in the 

booklet. This shows that many were not aware of its contents. 

 
2. Have you or any of your employees ever attended one of our training seminars?  

 

The vast majority (84%) of those interviewed did not attend the training workshops organised by 

the project. The most common excuse was lack of time. The employer cannot afford to be away 

from his workplace for three hours. Some businesses even operate from 3pm to 6pm. Also much 

of the courses fell under the responsibility of the accountant (finance, tax, HR) and so the 

employers did not deem it necessary to attend. Much of the training for micro businesses 

happens in house and few feel the need to attend third party courses. In fact many of the 

attendees of the training workshops were employees sent on behalf of the employer.  

 
3. What do you think of the outreach meeting/ presentation of the project?  

 

There were mixed feedbacks about the outreach meeting. Some said it was interesting, while 

others stated that they do not even remember that there was a meeting. Others said that it was too 

brief and there was no presentation. However the overall majority praised the concept of the 

outreach meeting – to go out of our offices and reach them was an innovative idea. 

 
4. Do you think the responsibilities of the employer increased since Malta’s accession into the 

EU?  

 

The overall majority (78%) of employers interviewed agreed that there were added 

responsibilities for them after Malta’s accession into the EU. The most common responsibility 

mentioned was H&S. Many are aware that since accession, employee benefits and rights have 

become stronger. Now they are more cautious on how to approach and discipline employees.  

 
5. Are you familiar with any EU directives regarding equality at the place of work?  

 

The majority of employers (64%) are familiar with such directives about equality at the place of 

work. They do not know the exact Directive per se, but since equality is a universal and practiced 

value, they go with the flow and abide by it. When equality is mentioned, automatically they 

mainly think it is gender related. The majority of employers interviewed keep up to date with 

newspapers and media about such issues.  
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6. Do you think it is important nowadays to keep up to date with Local legislation and EU 
Directives?  
 

The overwhelming majority of employers (97%) said that it is important to keep up to date with 

both local legislation and EU Directives. However they stressed only to get filtered information 

sent to them (preferably via email). The problem is that nowadays they are being bombarded 

with information, seminars, training sessions and they simply do not have the time to attend. This 

leads to ignoring such notifications. The best way to tackle this problem is to make more concise 

information, preferably in bullet format and to have a link close to it for more detailed reference. 

The shorter and more concise it is, the better. Also relevance is of utmost importance as well. 

 
7. Do you find such directives a hindrance to your business?  

 

58% states that they do not find such Directives as a hindrance. The employers find H&S an 

added cost but all agree that safety comes first. Extension of maternity leave is definitely a 

hindrance. However the majority of employers stressed that directives are not a hindrance if 

there is more control and enforcement. There are many Directives coming out and want proper 

enforcement as well. It is unfair if you abide by the Directive and your competitor gets away 

with it. 

 
8. Did the project give you a better understanding of the Malta Employers Association (MEA) and 

its services?  

 

The majority of those interviewed (82%) stated that the project gave a better understanding about 

MEA and its services in general. The employers were satisfied also with the follow up during 

these months. The downturn of this is when Associations like MEA visit SMEs; they create 

confusion because they are perceived as working for their own interests, leaving the employer 

confused. This results in an overflow of information for the micro business employers from 

various institutions, resulting in a mess. Thus the problem is over communication and the micro 

business employer tends to shut off the overflow of information. It is important for MEA to 

make an impact on micros with results not obligations and rights. This can provide results like 

saving finances, access to funds, better protection against unfair business practices and less 

bureaucracy (time spent on paperwork) so that the employer can employ more human resources. 

Both MEA and the SME can benefit from such monitoring. 
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5.2  Progress Report 
 

The progress report envisages the contribution attained on the horizontal priorities themes.  

These themes are further expounded below: 

 

A Equal opportunities 

 

The main activities contributing to this priority were the training seminars held and the 

supporting promotional material distributed. 

 

B Contribute specially towards Gozo’s socio economic development 

 

The project targeted Gozitian micro enterprises, where over 54 Gozitan micro businesses were 

visited. 

 

C Competitiveness 

 

The project’s manual and other promotional activities make micros more aware of EU and local 

funding opportunities making them more competitive. 

 

D  Employment 

 

The campaign carried out under ESF 4.86 provided information on various opportunities 

provided by ETC which help enterprises financially in employing disadvantaged or new 

employees entering the labour market.  Moreover the training seminars may lead to better 

implementation of good employment practices. 

 

E Administrative Capacity 

 

The project, through the outreach programme and other material e.g. the Human resource 

handbook is helping micros to build their administrative capacity related to EU and local 

employment legislation. 
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Photograph 7: Calendar by the Capacity Building Project in a Micro Business workshop  
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6.0 Transfer of innovation 
 

On the 9th of December 2011, a delegation from Malta Employers Association went to Frankfurt 

to meet with the RKW Kompetenz Zentrum or German Centre for Innovation and Productivity. 

RKW are experts in supporting German SMEs with information, consultancy services and VET 

(Vocation & Educational Training). RKW is also involved in various EU projects to raise 

efficiency and innovation in SMEs. The meeting took place in the morning and the 

representative of RKW was Ms S. Bechert. 

 

After a brief introduction, the meeting commenced with an overview about the on-going MEA 

project of Capacity Building for Micro Business Employers. The various activities of the project, 

the media campaign and research methods were explained to Ms S.Bechert.  
 
Photograph 8: Meeting in Frankfurt, Germany – MEA and RKW Representatives 

 
From left to right: Ms Stefanie Beckert, (RKW); Mr Lawrence Mizzi, (MEA) and Dr Charlotte Camilleri, 
(MEA). 

 

The next stage of the meeting was a presentation about the role of RKW and how they support 

the German SMEs. The primary objective of RKW is to strengthen the German SMEs 

productivity and innovation and it does this by providing consultancy services, projects and 

various events eligible for German SMEs. The presentation gave shared important information 

about the on-going projects (partly funded by the German government and the EU) and various 
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events like a European Enterprise Award and Speed Meeting events for networking purposes. 

Such projects and events could also be organised on a smaller scale in Malta and these would 

prove beneficial for our local SMEs. The RKW representative also gave MEA important tips on 

how to reach more efficiently various SMEs with today’s technology. 

 

In the last part of the meeting, both MEA and RKW shared their various challenges and how to 

overcome them. It was very interesting because there were common challenges that employers of 

SMEs faced for example the unnecessary bureaucracy and unregistered employment. Ms S. 

Bechert also inquired about the employment of EU nationals and Third Country Nationals and 

their integration in the Maltese labour market.  While discussing the various opportunities for 

employment for foreigners, Malta Employers Association also presented some challenges that 

employers faced when employing EU nationals and TCNs. The questions of gender equality and 

maternity leave were also discussed during the meeting.  
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7.0  Recommendations for Micro Businesses 
 
7.1 Reference Data Base 
 
The findings and the responses of this course of work has created a significant data base, which 

in the future could be used as a yard stick to monitor progress and ensure that development 

within the micro business be further sustained. 

 

Over the last three years attention was continuous on the micro business especially through the 

timely and consistent awareness programmes. In addition the training addressing the basic needs 

such business structures require, plus the fact that players within this field also felt empowered to 

provide the various interviewers with detail of challenges and opportunities such small scale 

business endure.  This is a source of tremendous data, and one should take note to ensure that 

such difficulties do obscure their growth momentum or of their similar counterparts.  

 

Comparability for the micro business serves as a springboard to improve and meet the challenges 

ahead especially within this dynamic environment one strives through. 

 

7.2 Setting the SME Desk 
 

The Malta Employers’ Association has for some time felt the need to extend its services and 

membership to SME’s. Indeed many small employers are not aware of their rights and 

obligations as employers nor do they have the resources to engage practitioners. 

 

Both the project’s research and outreach visits confirmed this lack of awareness by Micros of 

employers’ rights and obligations. The Malta Employers’ Association is the right organization to 

address this situation. 

 

Moreover through increased membership micro enterprises stand to gain also through better 

representation in the social dialogue process where Malta Employers’ Association in one of the 

key players. 

 

The Malta Employers’ Association has seen an increase in the number of micro enterprises who 

are now members of the Association. 

 

In its strategy document 2011-2013, Malta Employers’ Association is committed to establish an 

SME Desk offering consultation and information services to small and micro enterprises. 
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Appendices 

Appendix I Questionnaire on Micro Enterprise in Malta; 

Appendix II Participative data; 

Appendix III Interview Questions;  

Appendix IV Educational Messages: 

Appendix V Training in Gozo. 
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Appendix I 

 

QUESTIONNAIRE ON MICRO ENTERPRISES IN MALTA 

 

A.  DEMOGRAPHIC DETAILS OF MICRO BUSINESS EMPLOYER 

 

1.  Please indicate your gender  

 

     Male 1    Female 2 

 

2.  How old are you?  

 

     15-24  1  25-54  2  55-64  3  65+  4     

3.  What is the highest level of education you have completed? (Tick one box only) 

 

     Primary        1   Secondary     2  

     Upper Secondary      3   Tertiary               4  

 

4.  What is the sector of your business? (Tick one box only) 

 

     Manufacturing      1  Wholesale/Retail 2    

     Bar/Restaurant      3  Construction  4 

     Financial services      5  ICT   6 

 

If other, please specify ____________________________________________7 

 

 

 B.  HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 

 

5.  Indicate the total number of employees (including outworkers and home workers): 

 

 Male Female 

Full time mf ff 

Part time mp fp 

Definite Period Contract md fd 

 

6.  Does your company invest in training activities to help your business grow? 

 

     Yes  1    No  2 
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7. How would you rate the following services? (Tick one box in one row only) 

 

 Satisfied 

 

5  

Somewhat 

Satisfied 

4 

Neutral 

 

3  

Not Really 

Satisfied 

2 

Unsatisfied 

 

1 

ETC      

DIER (Labour 

Office) 

     

 

C.  CAPACITY NEEDS IN GENERAL 

 

8.  What do you plan to do with your business in the coming 3 years? (Tick one box only) 

 

     Increase the size of your business  1  

     Decrease the size of your business  2 

     Remain the same    3 

     Close down your business   4 

 

9.  In your opinion, which of the following reasons can hinder the growth of your business? (Tick 

a maximum of 3 boxes) + (Please rank according to importance, giving 1 to the most important, 

2 to the next most important etc) 

 

     High taxation (VAT, NI, Business rates, etc.)   1 

     The state of the economy      2 

     Difficulty in obtaining finance     3 

     High energy & water costs      4 

     Competition from other businesses    5 

     Government bureaucracy      6 

     Accessibility to business      7 

     Costs of employment      8 

     Availability of labour      9     

     Other        10 

 

If other, please specify _____________________________________________ 

 

D. ENERGY & WATER SAVING; WASTE MANAGEMENT 

 

10.  Which of the following do you implement at your workplace, if any? (Tick where relevant) 

 

      Energy saving measures  1  Water conservation  2 

      Waste management  3  None    4  

If none, why?   _____________________________________________ 
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11.  Are you aware of any government scheme to promote efficient energy use? 

 

      Yes  1    No  2 

 

 

12.  Would you consider doing an energy audit (engineers to identify energy saving 

opportunities) in your premises? (Tick one box only) 

 

     Yes  1    No  2  Don’t know  3 

 

 

E.  FAMILY FRIENDLY MEASURES (FFM) & GENDER EQUALITY 

 

13. Have you had requests for family friendly measures by your employees? 

 

      Yes  1    No  2 ►Skip to Q17 

 

 

14. If yes, what was requested? (Tick where relevant) 

 

      Reduced working hours    1  Extended parental leave 2 

      Flexitime 3  Career break     4 

      Extending working hours 5  Child care services  6 

      Teleworking     7  Bringing child to workplace 8 

 

15. Have you ever turned down any requests for FFM? 

 

     Yes  1    No  2 ►Skip to Q17 

 

16. If yes, why? (Tick where relevant) 

 

Other employees were on leave or were using other FFM   1  

Because of the expense involved      2 

It would create a dangerous precedent  3 

The company was not in a position to allow the application of FFM  4 

We could not find a replacement employee  5 

Other  6 
 

If other, please specify _____________________________________________ 
 

17.  Which initiative will most likely help you to implement family friendly measures       in your 

business? (Tick one box only) 

 

       More child care centres  1 

       Extension of school hours 2 

       Fiscal incentives    3 

       Other    4 
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If other, please specify _____________________________________________ 

 

18. Do you think that your company will benefit from a higher female labour participation rate in 

Malta? 

 

       Yes  1    No  2 

 

19.  Do you agree with the introduction of more FFMs to increase female participation in the 

labour market? 

 

      Yes  1    No  2 

 

 

  F.  IMPACT OF EU DIRECTIVES 

 

20.  Are you aware of any EU directive related to employment and social policy? 

 

       Yes  1     No  2 

 

21.  Do you keep up to date with the latest EU directives regarding employment and social 

policy? 

 

        Yes  1►Skip to Q23   No  2  

 

 

22.  If no, choose the reasons why (Tick where relevant): 

 

      Not interested in general   1 

      Only interested in local legalisation 2 

      No time      3 

      No access to information   4 

      Other     5 

 

If other, please specify _____________________________________________ 

 

23.  Do you think that your business will benefit if you are updated on the latest EU directives 

regarding employment policy?  (Tick one box only) 

 

       Yes  1    No  2   Don’t know  3 
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G. IMPACT OF FOREIGNERS 

 

24.  Do you currently employ any foreigners in your business? 

 

      Yes 1    No 2  ►Skip to Q26 
  

 

25.  If yes, which of the following do you employ? 

 

      EU  1    Non-EU  2   Both  3 

 

26. If you cannot find local human resources, would you consider employing foreigners? 

 

      Yes 1    No 2 ►STOP 

 

27.  If yes, which of the following would you consider to employ? 

 

     EU    1   Non-EU    2   

     No preference   3   Don’t know    4 

 

 
-Thank you for your time- 
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Appendix II 

Reporting Period: 2010 - 2012 Micro Employers Visited: 

Total Females 

 

S
ta

tu
s 

in
 t

h
e 

L
ab

o
u
r 

M
ar

k
et

 

Total Number of participants 

(Employed+Unemployed+Inactive) 

759 139 

Employed   

Self Employed/Employers 759 139 

Unemployed    

Long term Unemployed   

Inactive
8 

  

Inactive in Education and Training   

 

A
g
e 

Young People (15-24 years) 

 

28 3 

Older Workers (55-64 years) 

 

109 11 

 

V
u
ln

er
ab

le
 

G
ro

u
p
s 

Minorities 

 

  

Migrants 

 

  

Disabled 

  

  

Other Disadvantaged People   

 

E
d
u
ca

ti
o
n
 

A
tt

ai
n
m

en
t 

Primary or lower secondary 

education (ISCED 1 & 2) 

224 30 

Upper Secondary education 

(ISCED 3) 

149 23 

Post-secondary non-tertiary 

education (ISCED 3) 

123 35 

Tertiary Education (ISCED 5 & 6) 263 51 

Other   
Source: MEA Reporting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
8
 Total number of inactive persons, including those in education, training or retirement, those having given up 

business, the permanently disabled, those fulfilling domestic tasks or other 
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Appendix III  

 

 

 

I  Human Resources Management  

 

1) Do you invest in developing your staff? 

2) Have you ever felt the need to resort to expert advice to deal with your employees? 

3) What method do you use to recruit employees? 

4) Is it a problem to find valuable human resources for your business? 

5) Did you ever participate in any ETC program? [Probe: why] 

6) Are you aware of ETC’s EU funded programs? 

a. Training Aid Framework (TAF) program? [If yes]Have you applied? [Why?]; [If 

no, hand out information sheet on ETC programs]  

b. Employment Aid Program (EAP)? [If yes]Have you applied?[Why?]; [If no, hand 

out information sheet on ETC programs]  

7) Have you ever had to deal with the Labour Office (DIER?)   

a. If yes, probe what kind of experience was it.  

 

 

II  Gender Equality 

 

1) Do you agree with an increase of female labour participation in Malta? 

a. If yes, what can be done to increase female labour participation in Malta? 

b. If no, probe why. 

2) Malta’s rate of female participation in the labour market is one of the lowest in the EU. 

Does this affect your business in any way? 

 

 

III  Family Friendly Measures 

 

1) Do you know what ‘family friendly measures ‘are?  

a. If yes, probe for an example 

b. If no, provide a list of FFMs. Does your company provide such measures to 

employees? 

2) Can you mention an example where an employee requested permission to attend family 

matters? 

3) Did you keep the records of such requests? 

 

 

IV  Energy/Water Saving & Waste Management 

 

1) Can you mention some examples to save energy consumption in your business? 

2) Have you actually applied such examples in your business? 

3) Have you ever participated in any government schemes to promote efficient energy use? 

4) Have you tried to cut down on water consumption? 
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a. If yes, [Probe] How? 

b. If no, [Probe] Why not? 

5) Does your company share a policy regarding waste management?  

6) Have you ever tried selling your waste for money? 

 

 

V  Capacity Needs in General  

 

1) What is your forecast regarding the size of the business in the next 2-3 years? 

[Probe]Why? (N.B There needs to be a clear distinction on actual forecast and wishful 

thinking). 

2) What are the main challenges for your business? [Probe]In what way/s? 

3) Are there are any particular problems that your sector is facing? 

 

 

VI  Employment of Third Country Nationals 

 

1) Have you ever recruited a foreign employee?  

2) If you cannot find local human resources, would you recruit a foreigner? 

3) Does it make a difference if the employee is an EU member or not? [Probe] Why? 

4) If an employee has a different language, culture and religion, would it be a problem for 

your company? [Probe] Why? 

 

 

VII  Project Feedback  

 

1) Have you ever consulted the HR handbook of the project? 

a. If yes, ask if it did help him solve his query. 

b. If no, ask why. 

2) Have you or any of your employees ever attended one of our training seminars? 

a. If yes, ask which seminar/s and if you would like to give any feedback 

b. If no, ask why 

3) What do you think of the outreach meeting/ presentation of the project? 

4) Have you ever needed consultation regarding employment law? 

5) Do you think the responsibilities of the employer increased since Malta’s accession into 

the EU? 

a. [If yes], probe why. 

6) Are you familiar with any EU directives regarding equality at the place of work?  

7) Do you think it is important nowadays to keep up to date with:  

a. Local legislation and  

b. EU Directives? 

8) Do you find such directives a hindrance to your business?  

9) Did the project give you a better understanding of the Malta Employers Association 

(MEA) and its services? 
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Appendix IV: 

 

 

Educational Messages: 

 

 

 

 Employment Legislation;         59 

 

 

 Opportunities for Micros; 

 

 

 Health and Safety;         60 

 

  

 Human Resource 

 

 

 Environmental concern       61 

 

  

 Training 
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Appendix V 

 

 

 


